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It goes without saying that pricing guns are, of course, used for labeling items with the appropriate
prices. Customers need to know how much items cost prior to bringing them to the register, but
labeling items with prices is not only for the benefit of customers. Price guns allow retailers to label
large amounts of products quickly and efficiently. A pricing gun is also an extremely valuable tool in
taking inventory and proactively taking measures to reduce problems that may occur with inventory
as pricing labels greatly reduce the possibility of price tampering.

But the use of price guns goes even beyond pricing and inventory purposes. Multi-line price or label
guns are especially useful in labeling boxes with pertinent information. Rather than placing multiple
labels on boxes to identify date and inventory name or number, multi-line guns make it possible to fit
everything on one label, making things easier to label, easier to read, and ultimately easier to
organize. Multi-line price guns increase both efficiency and productivity within the workplace.

Even outside of retail stores and warehouses, price and label guns can be an incredibly useful tool.
In the restaurant and food industry, identifying dates is critical. Knowing prep and pull dates is
absolutely essential in order ensure freshness, quality, and food safety. In order to stay up to code
and fall in line with health and safety standards, food service employees must properly label all food
containers. And while it is certainly possible to mark items by hand, this can create its fair share of
problems. When large amounts of food need labeled, it can become a rather time consuming
process. In order to speed the job along, employees may find themselves scribbling dates on items,
therefore making them difficult to read. Similarly, each employee may have a different system or
location of marking dates, and in order to maintain an organized storage and prep area, uniformity
and neatness are extremely important. Price and label guns make the process quick, neat and
efficient.

Whether you require top of the line guns for intense, everyday use, or a more basic cheap price
guns for smaller jobs, price gun retailers with over 30 years of experience in the industry will have a
solution for you. A reputable retailer can help meet all of your pricing and labeling needs, no matter
what size your industry or the type or quantity of guns you may need.
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